
Lesson 1: Teacher Reference

Example Student Questions
Below is a list of student questions compiled from piloting the anchoring phenomenon routine for this unit. These examples can help you anticipate some of the questions that your

students may share as initial questions on the Driving Question Board (DQB).

What is happening with temperatures/global warming/climate change?

How much are temperatures increasing?

What is causing global warming?

How does global warming affect precipitation?

How do the extra heat/heat waves cause rain and storms?

How hot can the sun get? Is it getting hotter? Closer?

Why have places like California dried up so quickly? Has the climate always changed this fast?

Will floods be more common due to global warming (raising the sea level and flooding land closer to the sea)?

Does climate change increase or decrease precipitation?

What does pollution/greenhouse gases have to do with this?

How does air pollution connect to droughts and floods?

How does CO  trap warm air?

What is a greenhouse gas?

Why do we make pollution if it’s bad?

Do things other than humans make greenhouse gases?

Don’t we need some greenhouse gases?

What is causing droughts and floods?

Is it global warming that causes all of these events?

What is causing so many floods and droughts all over the country? Is there a pattern?

Why does the hotter temperature lead to more and less precipitation?

Will floods happen more often due to climate change?

Will droughts and floods worsen in the future to create more deserts and receding coastlines?

Should people in areas with low chance of floods prepare and/or worry about floods?

Doesn’t the water just balance out where it goes with floods and droughts?

Where does the water come from and where does it go?

Where does all of the flood water come from?

What controls the amount of precipitation?

How much does the sun play into evaporation?

Does the amount of water in an area affect the amount of precipitation that falls?

Can colder temperatures cause there to be more precipitation?

In a flood where does the water come from and then go to? In a drought where does the water go to?

Why doesn't the evaporated water in the dry areas go back down as rain in the same area?

What can we do to help?

Can we stop this from happening?

What is something we can do to help control climate change?
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How can we stop these record-breaking heat waves?

Is there a way to keep droughts from happening?

If a drought happens in one place and that town takes water from another town, could it lead the other town to a water shortage?

Will manually inducing clouds with water help stop droughts?

What are some man-made ways we can stop floods/droughts?

Why can’t we just pipe more water in?

How is this related to other phenomena?

Why is California suffering from wildfires and droughts, but somewhere like Florida isn't, even though both states are on the coast and close to the Equator?

Is this related to the fires in California?

Do melting icebergs have anything to do with this?

Is this why the oceans are rising?

Would oceans rising make flooding worse?

Other questions about droughts and floods:

Can droughts only happen in the summer?

Why are droughts and floods becoming more and more normal?

Could places close to a body of water have a drought depending on the climate?

Can a drought happen after a flood?

How much precipitation is considered too much and how do they determine that the rain is going to cause a flood?

Do floods happen mostly near bodies of water?

How much damage do the floods cause?

Is it as common for floods and droughts to occur in winter?

What is normal?

How do we figure out what is normal?
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